
Sumer ist icumen in  -  honest, guv! 
Members suffering from rickets,  caused by lack of vitamin D from sunlight, may care to sing out their worries to the Secretary 

Bexley & District Organists’ & 
Choirmasters’ Association 

Patron: Daniel Moult 

NEWSLETTER 

The committee tries to put together an interesting   
programme. Looking at the richness of some of 
the Bromley/Croydon events, we are, at times, 
quite belittled.  BUT the main problem is feedback 
from our membership: we need far more (what we 
get is negligible). We are all chums—TALK TO 
YOUR CHUMS!! 
 
Pause awhile—then send Reg. some material with 
ideas for future events/ criticism of committee 
actions/ denunciation of local clergy [need 
clearance from a lawyer]/ musically vibrant points 
of interest (ohh! Shock!!)…..whatever. 
 
The Young Organists presentation/ issue has not 
gone away. We worked darned hard on it. It is a 
huge problem—and one we should all address. 
The support from clergy was, it seems, sadly, 
cosmetic. We need to keep it alive. What ideas 
have YOU got? It’s like trying to raise the dead!! 
 
Where is the next generation to come from? Or 
should we all just die… 
                 ��”For all the saints” ….. Good job done…. 

Is it the fact that the clergy appear to be taught 
that the man in the pew has the intelligence of a 
dead bat to which they (and we) should pander? 
And is Paul Inwood [Google him! Dare you!!] Satan’s 
musical agent on earth? And what about all those 
bloody nuns with gee-tars?! 
 
There are some politically febrile vacancies 
roundabouts, at the moment, which serve much to 
underline the problem. 
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Diary dates: 

Sat. 20.7.13 Coach trip to St 
Albans & Epping 

Sat. 3.8.13  6pm Treasure 
Hunt—meet at The Ship, 
Green Street Green (Dartford 
one) 

Wed. 18.9.13 7.30pm AGM  St 
Anselm’s RC church, Dart-
ford. Members’ recital be-
forehand. 

Wed. 23.10.13 Cavaillé-Coll 
DVD evening—plus free nosh! 

May 2013 
Last one was March 2013 

Affiliated to the  
Incorporated Association of 

Organists 

Newsletter Co-ordinator 
Reg. Boulton 

19 Willow Avenue 
Swanley  BR8 8AT 

Tel: 01322 614260 / 07889 172319 
E-mail: reg.boulton@btopenworld.com       DON’T FORGET….. 

BDOCA has a long standing 
commitment to support fi-
nancially youngsters learn-
ing the organ. Contact Sue 
Moore for details, giving as 
much information as you 
can. 

Geoff. Hempstead’s sterling 
service to the RSCM Rochester 
committee, over 25 years, was 
celebrated gloriously at St George’s, 
Beckenham, on 27.4.13 with 120 
volunteer choristers, conducted by 
Nigel Groome. 
 
And, in recognition of all his work for 
BDOCA, over many years, the 
committee has made him an honorary 
life member. 
 
There may arise some more events at 
St George’s, on the Come-And-Sing 
lines. Watch this space. 

Dinah Brown has kindly sent me 
some brief notes on her attendance 
at the inaugural recital of the organ 
at St Mary’s RC cathedral, Edinburgh. 
It can be summarised in her word, 
“wow!”. There’s a CD (not of the 
opening recital): contact  the 
organist, Simon Nieminski. The 
booklet from the opening is on 
DROPBOX. 
 
Dinah also mentions that Jean 
Atkinson (honorary member) is now 
in a home. Please contact Dinah for 
more info.       
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SOME NOTES ON AN ORGAN TOUR IN 2012 TO SICILY AND MALTA  -  Bruce Davis writes: 
1. SICILY 
 In the hills north of Cefalu is the Gibilmanna Monastery complex. This includes a museum of religious and local artefacts which 
contains a small single-manual organ. The pipes are visible and look as if they need some restoration, but, on closer inspection, their 
uneven nature is because they are made of bamboo. 
 The Pilgrimage Church of Tindari, on the north coast, is on a hill overlooking the sea and can be seen for miles around. Pilgrims 
come to see a Black Madonna there. The church is quite large with a dome and has a large 5-manual organ with 76 stops, built by 
Ruffatti in 1980. A local man, Diego Cannizzaro, was our tour guide and he was interviewed at 
the organ console by a TV crew. If you want to hear Diego playing, he is giving a recital at St 
Margaret, Lothbury (near Bank), at 1pm on Thursday 6.6.13 (admission free). 
 In the hills south of Tindari is the small town of San Piero Patti. In the Santa Maria 
church here, there is a Black Christ. The organ dates from 1758 by a local builder. It has a single 
manual with short bottom octave and a few pedals. The stops are pushed in the sound. 
 We visited the small town of Calatafimi, near  the west coast. It is situated on two 
hills, and, on top of one, is a ruined castle with lots of red poppies around. The Madre Church 
has a very interesting organ, built by Alessandro Giudici (1884-7) with a single manual and an 
octave and a half of pedals. The 27 main stops are in two columns on the right and many of 
them are divided between treble and bass. The wooden stop handles are pushed to the left to 
be on, and can also be pulled out to work on a combination pedal.  On the left of the console 
are the 10 stops of the Echo organ, again mostly divided, in a horizontal row, and the wooden 
handles are pushed up to be on. There is also a drum pedal and a bells stop. He organ was 
completely restored in 2006 by a Sicilian firm (it was in a very bad state before this). Diego 
gave the opening recital and demonstrated some of the possibilities of the instruments by 
playing a Mass for organ by Giovanni Quirici (1824-96), most of which didn’t sound very 
suitable for playing at a mass. 
2. MALTA 
 In the Oratory of the Beheading of St John the Baptist, in St John’s Co-Cathedral, 
Valletta, is the oldest organ on the island, by a Sicilian builder from the late 16th century. It was 
moved to the balcony above the Oratory entrance, in 1665, and has been there since. It was 
restored in 2005, and Diego gave a public recital on it. To operate the stops, the player has to walk around to the right hand of the 
instrument and bend down almost to the floor. 
 St Paul’s Anglican Pro-Cathedral in Valletta has an organ which came from Chester  Cathedral. Many churches in Malta have a 
dome. In Mosta, in the centre of the island, is the Rotunda Church, a national landmark with the third largest unsupported dome in the 
world. On 9th April 1942,  four German bombs hit the church and one penetrated the dome, but none of them exploded, due to 
sabotage by the Czech workers who made them. The organ was built by the Italian, Inzoli, in 1885 and is the largest historic organ in 
Malta. It has 2 manuals and an 18-note pedalboard and many divided stops. 
 The Oratory of the Holy Cross, Cospicua Parish Church has a 1777 organ by Santucci in a balcony. The manual has 5 stops, but 
none at 8’ pitch. The 8-note pedalboard has one 8’ stop and is permanently coupled to the manual. The organ is on rails, so it can be 
moved. 
 The baroque parish church in Qrendi, completed in 1720, houses a 1778 Neapolitan positive organ which is situated behind the 
main altar. The organ was enlarged in the 1950s, but was restored to its original state, in 2001, by Robert Bukagiar. Near Qrendi are the 
5,000 year old prehistoric temples of Hagar Qim and Mnajdra, which we also visited. 

ORGAN CRAWL - CITY OF LONDON/ WESTMINSTER 20.4.13 -  John LeMasurier writes 
We met up at the notified time at St. Dunstan’s in the West, a church I must have walked past hundreds of times as I worked 
in the City. After a quick coffee we introduced ourselves to the organ. It seemed quite large for the size of the building. There 
was no one to demonstrate it to us but some of us made ourselves acquainted with the instrument. The sound was quite 
impressive in a building which was half C of E and half Romanian Orthodox. The RO embellishments were quite interesting 
and the whole building seemed to share these two very different religions well. 

It was then on to St. Michael’s Cornhill, which brought back memories to me as I would often come to the lunchtime recitals 
here. The organ scholar gave us a demonstration and then we were free to have a go ourselves. The organist had to depart 
for St. Paul’s Cathedral shortly afterwards as he is one of the deputies. 

It was then time for lunch which we took in about the only building open in the city on Saturday. A Wetherspoons: it was obviously a very large bank in 
the past and made quite a pleasant interlude for us. 

We then went to New Change which was nothing like the New Change that I had known in the past and we were able to go up in a lift free of charge to 
view the South of London. The weather was brilliant and I can recommend this to anyone who has a few minutes to spare. We were right beside St. Paul’s 
and I could have stayed there for some time but St. Mary le Bow beckoned and here we finished our crawl. There was a traditional organ in a case over 
the aisle and we were greeted by the organist who once again demonstrated it to us and let us loose on it.  

We then wended our separate ways home having had a lovely day and something to remember. 
______________________ 
The St Dunstan organ had some good manual reeds, but uninteresting fluework; the pedal reed didn’t carry. The 2009 rebuild appears to have involved 
lowering the pitch. At St Michael’s, Richard Moore, the Sir George Thalben-Ball organ scholar, gave a stunning display of how to be subtle in 
registration—and showed off, in great detail, the breadth of this organ (as well as his awfully long fingers!). The St Mary-le-Bow organ is a gem, such as 
we anticipate from Tickell, but the over-resonant church tends to muddy the sound.        Reg. 
 

At St Michael’s, Cornhill 
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Clive Brearley writes (12.5.13): 
As I have an urgent requirement to get myself up to speed on what people are writing at the moment, as opposed to what's being published/churned 
out on the radio, I got on the train (just like a real organ buff) and rocked over to (St Lawrence’s) Catford.  
 
The music that was played needs to be heard by more people than the small number that was present.  
 
Five pieces were performed, four of the composers were present and being able to talk to all of them afterwards made it seem a very special occasion.  
 
Huw Morgan, the Director of Music at St. Lawrence, is the latest in a line of accomplished musicians to hold the post since the church moved to the site in 
1968: he and the long-standing parish priest seem to be fighting harder than ever to keep a good musical tradition going. I was interested to see that 
they have an organ scholar, who is off to study at the RAM in September and is doing the recital on 13th July, playing amongst other things, he told me, 
Bach BWV545 and Messiaen Les Bergers from La Nativité.  

 

This recital was advertised—with detailed programme info.—by the Bromley & Croydon Assoc., which notice was forwarded to you. [electronic music included] 

______________________________________________________________ 

20.7.13 TRIP TO ST ALBANS etc 
Our  trip to Blenheim has had to be scrapped. Instead, we’re off to the St Albans 
Organ Festival. We’ll visit (10am) (start at Nik’s at 9am) the organ exhibition, then 
attend the Prizewinners’ Concert (11.30am). Then lunch [Sue is pre-booking an 
eaterie—details later—you pay for this]. Then to St John the Baptist, Epping, 
where the organist, Simon Winters, will show us the  4-manual 1892 Wordsworth 
instrument, rebuilt by David Wells in 2009. We’ll lunch at somewhere selling pizza 
or similar in St Albans and then drive over to Epping. Back home by around 6pm. 
Overall cost will be - so long as we can fill the 25 seater coach -  around £20  -  the 
concert will be subsidised for members only, non-members an extra £14  -  but 
subsidised only if we can fill the coach.  LET SUE KNOW IF YOU CAN COME—
deadline 20.6.13. 

CELEBRITY RECITAL - Nik writes:   
Stephen Disley texted me – “Lovely to meet you and thanks for everything. Lovely, appreciative audience. Keep up the good work”. I 
think he really enjoyed himself. I enjoyed the concert and the music – the Edmundson on Von Himmel Hoc was fantastic – so fast I 
couldn’t keep up with the page turning. It seemed pretty standard until the last “Jazz” chord to finish (just to show the composer as 
American?). The Flor Peeters “Floored” me [this may be a pun—but ruined, as I had to correct his spelling of Flor. Ed.]: it was a lovely tune and treated 
really interestingly from harmony point of view and left me wanting to hear more of those “Lied” (there’s a whole suite of them). The 
Bonnet “Chorale Variations” was equally impressive and grand, despite what Stephen said you could hear a clear repetition of the 
chorale throughout. In my attempts to please the “Crowd”, I thought I saw the end so jumped down to film Stephen’s feet during the 
cadenza with the double pedalling for both feet, only to see him frantically turn the page — I failed miserably as a page turner, 
deserting my post, but Stephen’s playing was without fault.                            ____________________________________________ 
                                                     Very poor turnout. We lost a gash of money. No doubt you were tied up nursing a dying gerbil. Ed. 

CAVAILLÉ-COLL FILM EVENING 
We’re going to have a good night out. At St Paulinus, Crayford 
church. Brian Mellors is kindly letting us watch 2 hours’ worth of 
the Fugue State Films Cavaillé-Coll DVDs he has bought. We’re 
laying on food at half time—FREE to BDOCA members, or a 
nominal charge to non-members. It is, I imagine, not necessary 
to drum up enthusiasm for this builder’s work—and the music 
that flowed from it. This will be on WEDNESDAY 23.10.13 at 

7.30pm. Please let Sue 
know  of numbers attending—and VERY SOON   After this 
event, Brian has kindly offered to pass the DVDs round the 
membership for private viewing (no charge) of the 
complete 8 hours’ worth—let me know if you’re interested 
in this.                       A recent book by John R Near, Widor: A life  beyond  the 

toccata (Eastman Studies), is well worth a read and shows ably how Cavaillé-Coll helped 
shape musical developments. Near has made modern editions of the Widor symphonies. 



Other coming events  etc. 
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LULLINGSTONE VISIT 
This idea has been kicking around for ages—but we’re still trying to sort. Hope for it to be in September. [This promise is 
near to running as long as The Mousetrap. Be assured that there is work going on to make this happen!] 
COME & SING EVENT St Michael’s, Abbey Wood, in November—conducted by Nigel Groome with an organ recital by him 
at the end. More details anon. 
TREASURE HUNT 3.8.13 Meet at 6pm at The Ship, Green Street Green (Dartford one). Great fun—meal at end. 

If you have any ideas on other events we might get involved in, please do say. 

[Ed:] I was trying to keep running a series of articles on the organs in our members’ churches, one by one—but this has 
rather stalled. Would you care to volunteer an article? Please! [I did have a picture of a Ouija board to put in here, showing it as a more 

realistic way to make contact with the membership………] 

 GRACE NOTES. HOPEFULLY. (Margaret Bearfoot) 
With a bit of luck, I can air a few views about the last News Letter without stirring blood pressures. Firstly, I support our Hon President's comments about 
church music and its dumbing -down. 
He's hit the nail right on the head... too little understood what the function of music in worship is 
all about. 
I was once told that an ordinand had received about three quarters of an hour's instruction on the 
subject, in his theological college. 
I nearly dealt a knuckle sandwich on some brainless member of a congregation who whined that 
the hymns for Good Friday were "dreary and miserable." 
I had to restrain myself from seizing the lapels of the whiner's coat, drawing them towards me 
(rather like Eric Morecambe!) and snarling " That's what they're supposed to be... it's a Very Sad 
Occasion". 
That's the kind of person who would ask for 'Amazing Grace' for a wedding and happily sing about..." a wretch like me." (which, of course, might just be 
quite apt). "It's luverly toon, innit ? " 
It saddens me to see that the Family Services, which draw a large crowd and are popular for their 'easy-peasy' content, don't inspire the adults there to 
move on to the Big People's Worship in the form of a Sung Eucharist. 
Once the small person involved has achieved a place in the school and then moved on to a higher level, the parents drop out.   Their work is done. 
Why do some clergy think they know all there is to know about choosing hymns? 
My father was a Vicar. He had a great affinity with his organists and choirmasters. He worked with them, bowing to their knowledge of church music. 
If the organist is not used to the liturgy and' green' about accompanying a congregation and choir, and treats everything like an organ recital for the 
seriously deaf, then it behoves someone in the senior choir to drop a hint or two. 
We remember an organist who did just that—practically blasted a small choir into oblivion . He played brilliantly at a decibel level that would flatten a 
steamroller. He was gently shoe-horned out. 
Nik, I agree with all your sentiments. So there! 
I have to pay tribute to our Vicar who is very keen to lift our worship into much of what Nik suggests and we have very busy choir practices with some 
formidable sight-reading to be done anthem-wise. Our Choir Director is a professional and does marvels in this enterprise. Our new organist, too, is a 
music teacher ( brass instruments, particularly) and stands our Father Willis organ on hits head with his brilliant voluntaries. We've had some spectacular 
special services lately.   Bishop James was with us all Holy Week so we really pushed the boat out! (I was unable to sing—had a nose-bleeding problem; 
had to sit in the nave with the plebs. Weeks of practice went down the drain, for me, at least.) 
Sue's Favourite Hymns - difficult to pin one down, but I, too, love' Let all mortal flesh keep silence'.   We used it in my father's last church, St Saviour's , 
Eltham, for the big Remembrance Service.  It preceded that part of the service before the fall of poppy petals from the gallery at the West end. It was a 
very emotional moment. The church would be packed. 
Does anyone know of the CD of special arrangements of hymns in which this was one? Can't locate it! It was on Classic FM about 2 years ago   This hymn 
started with a treble solo first verse with just a regular drum beat sound on a single pedal note.   It built up verse by verse, in harmony with a glorious last 
verse crescendo of six-winged seraphs and cherubim going full bore. ( Right! Off to the Celebrity Recital in half an hour. Should see at least one of you 
there......) 


